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COMPACT MINIMALIZATION OF INVERSE SYSTEMS

BY

W. KULP A (KATOWICE)

The aim of this note is to prove two theorems on inverse systems of sets.
Theorem 1. Let {pb: Xa^»Xh; a, be A} be a continuous inverse system of 

sets over a set A. If the set A is totally directed, then the system has a compact 
minimalization.

Theorem 2. Let A be a directed set such that each continuous inverse system 
{pb: Xa-*Xb; a, be A} of sets, over the set A, has a compact minimalization. 
Then the set A must be totally directed.

Let us explain the terminology used in the theorems.
An inverse system {pb: Xa->Xb; a, be A} has a compact minimalization iff 

there exist a directed subset B c A cofinal in A and a family {tZh: beB} of 
compact Hausdorff topologies such that the maps

pb:Xa->Xb; a^b,a,beB,

between the topological spaces (Xa, ^a) and (Xb, are continuous. If B = A, 
then we say that the system has a full compact minimalization.

An ordered set (A, is totally directed iff it contains a subset B c A 
cofinal in A and such that the order restricted to B well orders B. Define 
a directness number d(A) of an ordered set A as

d(A) = supfr: VB c A, |B| < T=>3aeA, a B},

where a B<r>YbeB, a^b. Observe that if a set A is totally directed, then it 
contains a well-ordered cofinal subset of cardinality equal to d(A).

An inverse system {p%i Xu—>Xb; a, be A} is continuous iff for each directed 
subset B <= A, |B| < J(A), and for an aeA such that a B the map

Pa- ^a~*■ 1™{Pc: Xb~*Xc'-> ceB}
4—

induced by the bonding maps pb: Xa->Xb, beB, is onto. Notice that continuity 
of an inverse system (B = {b}) implies that the bonding maps must be onto.

We can infer Theorem 1 straight out from the following
ii°>
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Theorem A. Let y be an ordinal number and let
{Pp- x^Xp- a, fi<y}

be an inverse system of Hausdorff spaces X having for each a < y a closed subset 
ya+1 czXa + 1 and satisfying the following conditions:

(1) the subspace Xa+1\5^+1 is locally compact;
(2) p« + 1(Ta+1) = Xx, and p“+1|Ta+i is one-to-one;
(3) if a. <y is a limit ordinal, then

Xx = lim[p^: Xp-^Xd; £<$<«};

(4) there exists a continuous one-to-one map f: Xo -> Yo onto a compact 
Hausdorff space To.

Then the inverse system has a full compact minimalization.
More precisely, on each space Xx, a < y, it is possible to define a coarser 

topology such that the obtained new spaces X* become compact Hausdorff and 
the bonding maps pp: X%-+X^ are still continuous.

Proof. Let X$ be a topological space with topology given on the set Xo; 
W is open in X iff W = f~‘(U), where U is open in To.

Assume that for each f < a, a < y, the topological spaces Xfi are defined. 
If a is a limit ordinal, then let us put

2f* = lim{/?f: X$->X$;P, $<<*}■

If a = fi +1 is a successor ordinal, then let us define a new topology on the set 
Xx generated by neighbourhood systems:

(a) If xe Yx — Yp + 1, then open basic neighbourhoods of the point x are
sets of the form (p^)~1 (P^)\A, where Vx is an open subset of X$ such that 
pp(x)eVx and A c is a compact subset of X.

(b) If xeX,\Ij, then open basic neighbourhoods of x are open subsets 
Vx^Xf\Yx, xeUx.

One can verify that the new topology described on the set Xx is compact 
Hausdorff whenever the space Xf is compact Hausdorff. It is clear that the 
map pp:X*^>X$ is continuous.

Corollary. A continuous inverse system
{pP:Xxp^Xp; a, p<y}

of sets over a set of ordinals y, y being regular, has a full compact minimalization.
Since the limit of an inverse system of compact Hausdorff spaces is 

non-empty (see [1], Theorem 3.2.13, p. 188), Theorem 2 can be concluded from 
the following

Theorem B. If a directed set A is not totally directed, then there' exists 
a continuous inverse system

{pab: Xa-*Xb;a, be A}.
of sets, over the set A, with the empty limit.
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Proof. Let y be an ordinal number. We shall use the following notation: 

y = {a: a < 7} = [0, 7), 7+ 1 = {a: a 7} = [0, 7].

Each ordinal a can be uniquely represented as a = / + n, where P is a limit 
ordinal and new is a natural number. If n = 2k +1, ke co, then a is said to be an 
odd ordinal, the other ordinals will be called even ordinals.

For each aeA let Xa be the set of all maps f: [0, 7] -+A, a = f (7), where 
y < d(A) is an odd ordinal, and such that each map f eXa satisfies the 
following conditions:

(1) If aedom f is an even ordinal, then
(i) (a) f°r each even ordinal P <
(j) f(P) f (“) does not hold for any P < a;
(k) /(a+l)^/(a).

(2) If aedom/ is an odd ordinal, then
(i) / (P) f (°0 does not hold for any P < a — 1;
(j) /(a —l)^/(a) (this follows from (lk)).

Now, let us define a bonding map

pb;Xa-+Xb, a^b,- a, be A.

For each feXa,f: [0, 7]-► A, let us put

Pb(/) = t/; 0: [Q, 2]-*•/!,
where

(3)

(4)

2 = l +min{a < 7: a is an even ordinal and /(a) b},

(b if a = 2,
~ (/(a) if a < 2.

It is clear that

(5) 0|[O, 2) = /|[0, 2).

The map g is well defined, i.e., geXb. To see this it suffices to check that 
2 satisfies the condition (2i). Indeed, suppose that, for some /I <2—1, 
f (P) f = b. But if fi is an even cardinal, then this contradicts the definition 
of 2; if p is an odd ordinal, then, by (2j), f (p-l) > f (p) b, and again we get 
a contradiction with the definition of 2. One can verify that if a b c, then

Pc<=>Pb = Pc-

We shall prove that the limit of the inverse system

{Pb- Xa^Xb, a, be A}

is empty and that the system is continuous.
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Let B c A be a directed subset of A (we do not exclude that B = A). 
Assume that x = {fb: beB] belongs to

lim{pg: Xu->Xb, a, beB}.

Define a map Fx: [0, yx]-M by

(6) Fx(«) = ct<yb,beB,

where dom/fc = [0, yj, fbex, and

(7) yx = sup{dom/b: beB,fbex}.

To see that the map Fx is well defined let us verify that for each pair a, beB 
and cteyanyb we have /a(a) = /b(a). Indeed, choose a ceB such that a and 
c^b. Since pca(fc) = fa and pcb(fc) = fb, from (5) we get

X(a) = /«(«) and /f(«) = A(«) if n yb.

Thus the map Fx does not depend on the choice of a point beB. From the 
condition (2j) it follows that for each beB

(8) 77x(}'i)-1) = /(,(?(,-1)5* 6
and we conclude that Fx has the following property:

The set {/(a): a is an even ordinal, a < yx} is a well-ordered subset of 
A cofinal with B.

Thus, when B = A, we infer that the limit of the inverse system must be 
empty.

Now, we must show that the system is continuous. Assume that |B| < d(A) 
and let aeA be such that B. We shall define a map/^eA^ satisfying

(9) P°b°.fXa=fb
for each beB, fbex.

Consider two cases:
(a) yx is a limit ordinal,
(b) yx is a successor ordinal.
If yx is a limit ordinal, choose a ceA such that c > a and c > Fx(a) for 

each a <yx, and put 

(10) 
if a < yx, 
if ct = yx,
if a = yx+ 1,

where dom f* = [0, yx +1],
If yx is a successor ordinal, then by (7) there is a boeB such that 

yx = yb0(7b0 = dom/(,0, fboex). Choose ace A such that c > a and c > fbo(yho-1).
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In this case let us put

(ID fW =

f Fx(«)
Fx(?x-1)
c

X.

if a < 7X, 
if a = 7x>
if a = yx + 1, 
if a = yx + 2.

It is easy to see that the condition (9) is fulfilled but before that we ought to 
check that f*eXa. We shall verify that the map f„ is well defined when yx is 
a limit ordinal. It suffices to check that a = satisfies the condition (1) and 
a = yx + 1 satisfies the condition (2). The choice of c implies that the conditions 
(li), (lj), (lk) and (2j) are fulfilled. Suppose that (2i) does not hold for a = yx + 1, 
i.e., suppose that there is a /? < yx such that

fxM > fxa(yx +!) = «•
Since yx is a limit ordinal, we may assume that, for some beB, fa(fi) = fb(fi) 
and ft < yb — 1. We get

fb(P) ^a^b = fb(yb),
a contradiction with (2i). When yx is a successor ordinal, the proof that e Xa 
is similar. This completes the proof of the theorem.

Let R be the set of real numbers. Let us define
R* = (R*, »,

where
R* = {a c R: |a| co} and a boa => b.

Notice that d(R*) = col. It is easy to observe that |R| = coj iff the set R* is 
totally directed.

Thus Theorems 1 and 2 imply
Corollary. The Continuum Hypothesis is equivalent to the following 

statement'.
Each continuous inverse system {pb: Xa->Xb; a, beR*} of sets, over the set 

R*, has a compact minimalization.
Remarks. The assumption in Theorem 1 that the inverse system is 

continuous is necessary. For example, the existence of the Suslin line implies 
that there exists an inverse system

{pfr X^X,, a,ft< coj
of sets Xa, |XJ = to, a < o>1, which has the empty limit (see [5], p. 73). Hence 
the system has no compact minimalization. Another reason for the assumption 
of continuity is the observation that if we know that an inverse system the 
bonding maps of which are onto has a full compact minimalization, then the 
system must be continuous (this follows from Theorem 3.2.12 in [1], p. 189).

The condition (4) of Theorem A is fulfilled when Xo is a locally compact 
Hausdorff space. Indeed, let Fo be a space obtained by introducing a new 
topology on the set Xo in the following way: Choose a point xoeXo. Define 
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a set U c Xo to be open in the space Yo iff U is open in the space Xo and X0\U 
is compact whenever x0 e U. The space Yo obtained in such a way is compact 
Hausdorff and the identity map f:X0->Y0,f(x) = x, is continuous. In 
general, the question what kind of spaces have continuous one-to-one maps 
onto compact Hausdorff spaces is difficult. The question was raised indepen
dently by Banach (see Problem 1 in [6]) and Russian mathematicians (see [3]).

Observe that each inverse sequence
{p"m: Xf-^X^n.mea)}

of discrete spaces satisfies the assumptions of Theorem A. On the other hand, 
each O-dimensional complete metric space is an inverse sequence of discrete 
spaces with the bonding maps being into. Thus from the above remark and 
from Theorem A we get immediately

Corollary. For each O-dimensional complete metric space X there exists 
a continuous one-to-one map f: X -> T onto a compact Hausdorff space Y.

The result was proved by the author in [4] and in a very complicated way 
in [7], Theorem A gives a simple proof of the fact.

Theorem B is a generalization of a construction of Henkin [2], who has 
proved

Theorem. If a directed set A does not contain a countable cofinal subset, 
then there exists an inverse system

{pb: XaQnia>Xh; a, be A}

of sets, over the set A, with the empty limit.
Of course, the inverse system constructed by Henkin is not, in general, 

continuous.
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